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Mayan Solutions® is a consulting brand in Branding and Corporate Strategy that offers Innovative
Solutions to optimize, highlight, and position brands.
Our philosophy is based on the thought of Sustainability. We seek to preserve the identity of a brand, based on
its Origin, Essence and Purpose. Thus, the brand not only fulﬁlls its objective as a business, but it also exists
with an Evolutive sense that beneﬁts its environment. Therefore, we take into account global criteria and
impact, concretized in local actions.
The sum of experience that makes up our team guarantees solutions in different corporate areas, which
require to be innovative, creative and ingenious.

Legatto® was a Music and Production Institute, located in the city of Monterrey, Nuevo León.
It came to compete with large private and public institutions, such as the School of Music of the UANL, the
School of Music and Dance "Carmen Romano", and DaCapo Music School. Offering more than 6 graduated
generations and more than 300 students in its 3 years of operation.
Mayan Solutions carried out the tasks of Institutional Branding, Concept Creation, Innovation Strategy,
Development of Educational Programs, Marketing Campaigns and Legality.
Legatto not only had highly trained teachers and unique curricula, but also offered various master classes in
which recognized artists participated. The commercialization of corporate music, jingles and sound design
for brands was also implemented in its studios. The work done in Innovation, Planning and Branding of
Essence allowed Legatto not only create a unique and innovative identity, but its market developed a deep
sense of belonging to the institution.
The skills of directing personnel, as well as a strict method of work and logistics, with a team composed of
more than 15 people, led Legatto to be one of the most recognized institutions at the state level, and to make
music a proﬁtable business. In this way, a social and cultural need demanded by the city was sated, encouraging
dozens of artists and helping them to achieve personal fulﬁllment in realizing their dreams.

GROWTH

/LegattoAcademyOﬁcial

Eco World Buildiing® is a company dedicated to the development of
sustainable construction technology, based on the healthy
coexistence of man with nature.
The technology consists of self-feeding walls ﬁlled with crude
earth, which generate considerable thermal and acoustic insulation,
offering maximum security to the building against earthquakes and
hurricanes. In addition, the Green Roofs are ideal for endemic
cultivation and improve the insulation system of the building.
Mayan Solutions® understands the importance of technology like
this being implemented in Mexico, so we search to inspire the rest of
the world, reducing the negative anthropogenic impact of human
beings. Therefore, as technological partners, we provide Essence
Branding, Global Brand Positioning Strategy, Site Design & Web
Functionality, Innovation in Sales Methodology, Legal Protection,
Innovation in Business Model and Creative Construction
Technology Solutions.
Our mission with EWB is to offer the brand as a technology capable of
being adopted by different architectural and construction companies
in the world. In addition, we seek to position the brand with national
awareness campaigns that awaken the population's interest in
permaculture and sustainability.
Mayan Solutions® seeks to implement innovative strategies not
only for the sale of houses, ofﬁces or warehouses, but also to achieve
a social and environmental beneﬁt of signiﬁcant impact for the
planet. We are proud to belong and accelerate a Mexican brand with
great sustainable potential, capable of inspiring and improving the
world.

IDENTITY

www.ecoworldbuilding.com

Innovación & Diseño

Contenido Creativo

Mexico Sostenible® is the national organism of awareness and promotion of sustainability as an engine of
development and innovation, generator of wealth, instrumenter of peace and, at the same time, preserver of
natural, cultural and social treasures, contributing to the SDGs in Mexico.
Mayan Solutions® has been in charge of the Digital and Physical Artistic Direction, both in social networks
and website, and in the national events held. We contribute in Logistics and Strategy, both in the positioning
of the event (Marketing) and in the Systems implemented for Audience Registration & Digital Monitoring
of physical assistance.
The relationship between Mayan Solutions and Mexico Sostenible offers integral solutions for the
development of business models focused on Sustainable Tourism, from the Branding & Marketing of
Essence to Resource Management and Specialized Training according to an speciﬁc area.

IDENTITY

Diseño & Estrategia Web

Branding #TUIHACKATUR 2018, León, MX.

Mayan Solutions® has also been involved in the design, planning and execution of strategies with
sustainable social and cultural focus.
We have collaborated directly with Mexico Sostenible in its program #AdoptaUnaComunidad, which seeks to
link cities and communities across the country, generating a new relationship of mutual enrichment through
fair trade and sustainable tourism.
While Mexico Sostenible® is the agency agent, Mayan is in charge of carrying out the advertising campaigns
necessary to achieve the objectives of community support. Similarly, our work in the #AdoptaUnaComunidad
program is to propose logistics solutions to guarantee that the organizations involved contribute in the best
way, boosting the results achieved.
For more information about this program, consult www.mexicosostenible.mx.

https://youtu.be/OmYVE_uAzAI

Prodeco de México® is a manufacturer of ﬁne forged doors in the state of Nuevo Leon, Mexico, dedicated to
the design and export of the same for 26 years, becoming one of the most important companies in the industry
along the state.
Mayan Solutions® has contributed within the company in the Optimization and Improvement of:
- Relations & Corporate Communication
- Areas and Facilities
- Update and Innovation of Digital Tools
- Processes & Line of Work
- Human Resources
- Acquisition of Raw Materials
Mayan Solutions® has done the Re-Branding process, as well as in its Digital Positioning Strategy until
2018, Web Design & Strategy, Content Creation and Digital & Physical Corporate Identity.
This allowed Prodeco de México to consolidate its identity as a brand in the digital world, strengthening trust
with its customers and generating a sense of belonging among all its employees and collaborators, improving
the life quality of dozens of them.

IDENTIDAD

www.prodeco.org

Dirección Artística & Contenido

CONCEPT
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Soul Sync® is a brand thought, designed and created by Mayan Solutions®. Soul Sync offers
transformative experiences in which a creative solution is provided that synchronizes attention, breathing,
heart rate and will, using stethoscopes as the main tool.
What Mayan Solutions® inherits from the project were the following knowledge:
- Listening to the heart induces naturally increased states of consciousness.
- By synchronizing breathing with heart rate in speciﬁc and punctual ways, the process of
body and brain oxygenation is enhanced.
- The meditations made during the technique are designed to stimulate neuroassociations.
linked to the empowerment and focus of energy.
- With the Soul Sync® technique, it is possible to effectively and effectively synchronize cardiac systems
of two people, to the point of creating deeper links, healing and harmonizing the relationships of
participants.
- The music used plays a very important role in the synchrony process.
This brand gathers knowledge in Neurosciences, Transpersonal Psychology and Music to achieve its
objective: To reach a balance and harmony between our rational and intuitive systems, granting a better
quality of life.

Nahua Yoga is a brand created to position a contemporary style in the world of Yoga, which rescues and
redesigns a set of techniques and exercises preserved from Prehispanic America, equivalent to the Yoga of
India, the Greek Gymnosophy and the martial arts of China and Japan. It seeks to share with the heart the
Toltec knowledge inherited by various Anáhuac lineages.
The Nahua Yoga postures stimulate the synchrony between breathing and body movement, improving blood
circulation and activating attention and focus. Among the outstanding techniques that are taught is Dreaming,
which induces practitioners to reach increased states of consciousness in which they can experience the
expansion of consciousness through lucid dreams.
In addition to innovation in teaching methodology and shared knowledge, the identity of the brand reﬂects the
fusion of mysticism and modernity in an elegant way. The logo encompasses an entire culture, while the
colors and contrasts used on the website communicate in an effective way.
www.nahuayoga.com

BRAVO® is a high quality Mexican craft beer. Its ﬂagship product is a beer type Ambar Ale, which is
characterized by being modern, having a soft body, and its characteristic amber hue.
Mayan Solutions® helps the brand to achieve its goal: "Produce the ideal beer so it can be enjoyed by
everyone”, offering Branding, Digital Positioning Strategy, Innovation Solutions in Communication, and
Sustainability Consulting.
We respect the Essence of the brand, which seeks to make beer Soft, Tasty and Social. Based on this concept,
Brand Visibility Strategies are elaborated and designed from the Marketing of Essence.
Our products are proudly made in Monterrey, Nuevo León to take them to the entire Mexican Republic and the
world.

Conceptualización de Identidad y Estrategia de Comunicación y Marketing

DRONEZ Photography is a digital
platform to hire drone ﬂights for
photographic purposes. It also offers
ﬁlm productions and specialized
missions according to any client’s
budget.
In addition to generating Branding,
fb.com/DronezPhotography

the Business Model was designed.

EASY WEB is a brand that offers
design services and webpages in a
short time and at an affordable price.
The concept is based entirely on the
psychology of color and form.
We generate Branding, Concept
Design

and

developed

Online

Positioning and Selling Strategy.

fb.com/Easy.Web.Mex

Consciencia Playense is a platform
in social networks created for the
diffusion of social and cultural
content, with the purpose of
Enrichment and Prevention.
This is how we promote
INCLUSION as a local
fb.com/ConscienciaPlayense

sociocultural action with
global impact.

AUDIOVISUAL SOLUTIONS
Mayan Solutions offers Artistic and Audiovisual solutions.
We are passionate about designing digital communication solutions, capable of transmitting the origin,
essence and purpose of the brand. We make sure that the process is creative and efﬁcient, so that the results
harmonize correctly with our client’s market.
Thus we generate a sense of recognition and belonging to the brand.
Direction/Production/Musicalization/Dubbing

Direction/Production/Musicalization/Drone

https://youtu.be/s_UWtiMmV_8

https://youtu.be/cPNhH4mnQuk

Musical Production/Orquestation/Arrangements

Musicalization/Synchronization/Drone

https://youtu.be/uJVCzDoPShg

https://youtu.be/A7ixjaLgBPg

CONTACT

Playa Del Carmen, MX.

contacto@mayansolutions.com

+52 1 81 1688 1380
+52 1 81 1655 4118

www.mayansolutions.com

/Mayan.Solutions

